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About This Content

The Runaway Kid is not out of trouble yet as he enters the Lady's private residence. Escaping the shadow enemies summoned by
The Lady and solving deadly puzzles will be the only way to survive this luxurious house of dread. Armed only with his

flashlight The Kid will have to repel the nightmarish illusions and dodge the traps set in the twisted library. As he walks to meet
his fate, The Kid will shed light on the darkest secrets of The Maw…
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This free to play pixel rpg game was super fun and adorable towards the ending. Some puzzles can be difficult if yopu don't
think them through. There are a multiple ending based on what you answer or choose during certain situations, which makes you
as the player think more about your answer. I reccomend people who like soft horror, and puzzles to download and play this
game.. A beautifully artistic interactive visual novel of love, a curse, honor and revenge. The story unfolded slowly, but was
paced well with Yukiji's cold slow trudge through the snow as we understood his past and he understood himself.

Sometimes the subtitles faded a little too quickly, but I still could read them easily and I appreciated the Japanese voice acting.
The battles were a little tricky with the timing of attack and defense - I was glad I took the time to level up a bit before going
into more difficult ending sections so I didn't die if I mis-timed a click (even though I saved often).

I enjoyed playing this very much and definitely would recommend if you enjoy folktales.. help please i want to listen to the
soundtrack so i bought it but it doesnt show up in steam library. This was a GREAT game! Can't wait to see more from this
game!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sPYnZazniBU. Not bad for price and demo for cinetose (hihihii) but gaphics (lack of
effects) could be better...
. I'm gonna accomplish great things Spatials, and you're gonna be part of them, and together, we're gonna run around Spatials.
We're gonna do all kinds of wonderful things Spatials. Just you and me Spatials. The outside world is our enemy Spatials. We're
the only friends we've got Spatials. It's just Falcor and Spatials. Falcor and Spatials and their adventures, Spatials. Falcor and
Spatials forever and forever. Spatials' things. Me and Falcor and Spatials running around, and Falcor and Spatials time. All day
long, forever. All a hundred days. Falcor and Spatials forever 100 times. Over and over, falcorandspatialsadventures.com. All
100 years. Every minute, falcorandspatials.com.

- LOVE this game!. A real thoughtful game dev simulation.
I really have to mention the reference of the game to the game dev history. you start developing games for c64 and PC only.
After some time new game systems enter the market and it is possible to create games for these.
Every system got a specific market share that changes over time. Also the developer keeps the game systems up-to-date.

Another real positive thing is that the game stats of the games you create in game ( :D best sentence ever!!! ) are calculated
different over time. That means that you have to set different priorities on the single game stats in different game epochs. If you
create a game when PS1 enters the market you will have to use slightly different stats as if you create a game when PS4 enters
the market.

So what I want to say is that the game is complex and according to that very fun for people who like Tycoon games.

Just buy it!
. If they just finish the game, I'm sure it'll be quite good.

Currently however, it is not finished (even though it seems to have left Beta).

E.g.
- when resting, the game will not pause so that you can cook a meal when your people get hungry (which tend to cause everyone
to starve to death, despite having loads of food).. Love it. Needs work. But minor problems. I'm addicted. Room for a lot more
content!
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Good fun party game with friends, if you're ever bored and wanna play a good game with some friends this game you can come
to at any time especially with the varied maps.. VERY HARD TO PLAY! I recommend for people who really likes puzzles, It
can get a bit tiring if you give up easily like me, but over all fun. this game is a massive skinner box, and not a good one either.
At first, it looked like there was going to be some sort of interesting resource management game play going on here where you
had to manage stamina and scare randomly generated resources... but then, this game is the complete opposite of that.
It's horribly easy, and the game just hurls resources at you with such disregard that quickly nothing has any value anymore. I
don't understand why this game was getting hyped up, so much, it's really not good.. Love the setting and character of this game
within the first few hours. Although due to Steam's recently begin banning games which shows sex scene with young looking 
character(https://www.kotaku.com.au/2018/12/steam-is-banning-sex-games-with-young-looking-characters/), I decided to get a
refund and buy it on mangagamer instead.. Groovy. If your heart doesn't give out from all the flashing colors and lights your
brain just might explode instead.. I liked the background story and the graphical views but it's too short and too simple to play.
Also mentionned by others: voices are cuted.
. Made my Sigma the guys who brought such gems as Zombie shooter and Zombie shooter 2 ( man i love those game s so much
) so i thought i would give it a go. Really lets face it, this is a crap game. its a tug of war game that really has no righ being on
steam.

But.

I freekn love it. Its a good little time waster when you just have 10 or 20 min. I recomend it to anyone who just likes really
simple fun games or if yuor a fan on mobile games.. ...7\/10...
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